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Xantheose Labs releases March Mayhem: Keep in touch with NCAA Basketball
Published on 03/29/09
Xantheose Labs has released March Mayhem 1.0 for iPhone and iPod Touch. March Mayhem,
keeps users in touch with their favorite teams throughout the tournament. With an easy to
use interface, you can find current scores, review past games, and find out the scheduled
times for any game in the tournament. All for free.
Provo, Utah - The March basketball tourney is one of the craziest times of the year and
the three developers at Xantheose Labs have decided to join the madness. Their first
iPhone app, March Mayhem, let's users view live scores, check bracket info, and follow
news on their favorite teams throughout the tournament. All for free.
Feature Highlights:
* Live scores
* Official bracket updates
* My Teams: follow your favorite teams
* All news
More information on the features of March Mayhem:
News - A little obsessed with college basketball? So are we. Satiate your thirst for
college basketball news by reading the latest game headlines and stories right in the app.
My Teams - Don't waste your time searching for basketball news that you care about. With
March Mayhem App, you can choose which teams you want to follow, and get up-to-date news
and scores right on your device!
Scores - We know how important it is to know how your team is playing...you've waited a
whole year for this! So whether you're in a meeting, at a stoplight, or stuck in an
elevator you can check live scores with the tap of a button. With an easy to use
interface, you can find current scores, review past games, and find out the scheduled
times for any game in the tournament!
Brackets - Wanna find out who's still in and who didn't make the cut? Follow the entire
tournament round by round with the built-in bracket.
Minimum Requirements:
* iPhone/iPod Touch OS 2.2
* Internet Connection
The market for tournament applications on the iPhone has few competitors and Xantheose
hopes to capture a large percentage of the users. March Mayhem appeared on the App Store
on March 20.
March Mayhem 1.0:
http://www.marchmayhemapp.com
Download March Mayhem:
http://tinyurl.com/marchmayhemapp
Xantheose Labs:
http://www.xantheose.com
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Xantheose Labs is a new development house with a focus on all things Cocoa. It is based in
Provo, Utah. Copyright 2009 Xantheose Labs. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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